
Chapter 9 Sections 1-2  

The Great Depression  



Focus Questions  

• How does the increase of Tariffs lead to the 
Depression?  

• How does credit contribute to the loss of jobs? 

• What mistakes does the Federal Reserve make 
that contribute to the Depression? 

• What are some of the consequences on 
society as a result of the Depression?  



Causes of the Depression  
The Great Depression 

The Loss of Exports, Overproduction and 
the Depression spread to Europe  

• Foreign countries respond by raising 
their own tariffs against American 
products. As a result American 
companies have less consumers to reach 
because of the higher price. (Over 
production)  

• Foreign companies borrow money to 
purchase American products, which 
leads to Europe's deepening debt to 
American banks. (Creates cycle of debt 
between Europe and US) 

• The slow down in buying leads to a slow 
down in production and layoffs. 
(Unemployment) 

 

 



Causes of the Depression  

 
1920’s Economic Policy Fewer Economic 

Restrictions  
• Under three Republican Presidents, the 

1920’s economic policy influenced the 
economic growth the US experienced 
during this period.  

• The  Laissez Faire approach  of 
government and reduction of economic 
restrictions lead to economic growth.  

• With less restrictions and less oversight 
of business lead to expanding 
businesses, larger profits and 
tremendous economic growth.  

• US government also established several 
government agencies that helped 
business find domestic and foreign 
markets to help business grow.  

The Great Depression  
Market Crash and Bank Failures  

• The success of business lead many investors, 
entrepreneurs and working class Americans to invest in 
the Stock Market and American companies.  

• The Stock Market was established as a system for 
buying and selling shares of companies for profit. In a 
Bull Market stock prices rose for long periods of time 
giving investors larger returns for profit.  

• As a result people, businesses, and banks  borrowed 
money and speculated on the market, hoping to make 
a fortune.  

• Investors only paid 10% of the cost  as a down 
payment. $10,000 worth of stock for only $1000.  

• As the market slowed down brokers issued a margin 
call demanding investors to pay full amount owed.  
Lead to stock crash.  

• With no regulations banks borrowed depositors money 
to invest in the market. Banks also made loans for 
Americans to invest.  

• When the market crashed loans defaulted, and banks 
stop issuing loans. With less money in the economy 
the country experiences a recession.  
 
 



Causes of the Depression  

Credit, Consumer Industry and Advertisement 
Industry  

• Cultural changes regarding credit lead to many 
Americans believing in their ability to pay their 
debts over time. (Installment Plans) 

• As a result the Consumer Goods Industry 
grew. Americans bought radios, cars, 
furniture, washing machines and vacuum 
cleaners. 

• 75% of radios sold were bought on credit and 
60% of cars were also bought on credit. 
American debt increase tremendously as a 
result.   

• The advertisement industry targeted 
consumers with fashion, cleaners, cookware, 
mouthwash deodorants and cosmetics.  

• These three factors helped expand the 
economic growth of the 1920’s. 

Uneven distribution of Income 
• Most Americans did not earn enough to 

buy up the flood of goods they helped 
produce. (Credit)  

• While manufacturing output per person 
rose by 32% the average workers wage 
increased only by 8% percent.  

• By 1929 the top 5% of all Americans 
households earned 30 percent of the 
nations income.  

• This left 2/3 of the families in the US with 
very little expendable income.  

• The lack of expendable income lead to 
fewer payments toward other purchases 
and payments towards their installment 
plans. 

• The slow down in consumption lead to 
fewer manufacturing and to the lay off of 
employees.  



Causes of the Depression  

The Federal Reserve 
• Federal Reserve was established to 

protect the public from bank failures. 
Banks are required to have a portion 
of their deposits in a regional reserve 
bank which would provide a financial 
cushion against unanticipated losses. 

• Federal Reserve established a Board 
of Governors that set interest rates, 
they had the power to lower or raise 
rates, they monitored the amount of 
money in circulation. 

• These steps were placed in order to 
combat inflation or a recession.   

  

Mistakes by the Federal Reserve  
• Instead of raising interest rates to curb 

excessive speculation the Federal 
Reserve Board kept its rates very low, 
which encouraged borrowing.  

• By keeping rates low, it encourages 
member banks to make risky loans. 

• Low interest rates led business leaders 
to think the economy was still 
expanding. As a result they borrowed 
more money to expand production, 
which led to overproduction.  

• When the Depression hit companies 
had to lay off workers to cut costs.  

• Then the Feds made another mistake, 
it raised interest rates, tightening 
credit.  



Effects of the Depression  

• The loss of depositors money, over 3,000 
banks close and millions people’s money lost.  

• 30,000 companies went out of business . 

• 12 million workers were unemployed.  

• Average family income dropped from $2,300 
to $1,600 in a few years.  

• Foreclosure of farms lead to food riots and 
increased prices.  



Effects of the Depression  

• Americans could no longer pay for mortgages 
putting their loans in default.  

• Americans who lost their home formed 
Shantytowns and Hoover Ville's, which were 
shacks that were placed in public lands.  

• Americans depended on soup kitchens in 
order to provide for daily food.  

• Hobos begin to wander across the country 
looking for opportunity.    



Effects of the Depression  

• Along with home defaults, farmers also stop paying the mortgages 
on their farms.  

• Prior to the 1920’s farmers experienced high demand for crops due 
to the war.  

• As the war ended demand for resources decreased leaving farmers 
with a surplus of crops and oversized farms.  

• In order to keep up with the demand for food farmers increased the 
sizes of their farms to maximize demand.  

• This of course creates a surplus of crops which drives prices down.  
• By the 1930’s farmers left their farms and crops. The soil eventually 

dried up and winds from the Dakotas to Texas lifted the soil creating 
a huge Dust Bowl that covered homes, crops and live stock.   

• The lost of farms due to defaults and the Dust Bowl leads to high 
prices for food and food shortages across the country.  


